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PUBLISHER’S PREFACE
Dear reader,
we’re really pleased to present you the second edition of ‘Vinitaltour - from producers to 
importers’, the official guide for wine importers and distributor, dedicated to the Italian 
wineries and their wines. 

Our journey cross the Italian regions goes on and it drives us to discover new territories, 
new wineries and new labels: from Piedmont to Veneto, from Friuli to Tuscany, from 
Umbria to Puglia, from Sardinia to Sicily. Every four months we offer you a deeper look 
into the Italian regions, looking for the excellence to discover secrets of the best wines.

As usual, Vinitaltour chooses to highlight a large range of local wines, looking for new 
wineries and new products, offering to importers detailed informations: from the list of 
selling products, yearly availabilities and a reference price for each labels.

In this second edition you can discover the Alto Adige Wine Consortium, with its varied 
landscape, that gives around twenty different grape varieties, but you can find a special 
section dedicated to the organic wines, too. Recently Italian wine production sector 
invested a lot of money in innovation and improving the quality of the grapes. Today the 
most of vineyards are no longer fertilizing, no longer using chemicals and its wine made 
from grapes grown in accordance with principles of organic farming.

Our task as editors is to provide worldwide importers informations about the Italian wines 
and to connect them directly with the firms, with no intermediary, in order to get more 
favourable commercial terms and conditions. 

Almost 15.000 importers are already reading this guide, so hope you enjoy it!

CEO Vannini Editrice 
Umberto Mezzana
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On a grape growing area of 5,300 hecta-
res (13,100 acres), Alto Adige/Südtirol’s 
winegrowers allow a multitude of grape 
varieties to ripen that is unique for such a 
small winegrowing region. That which is 
bottled in the triangle between Bressano-
ne, Salurno and Silandro is also outstan-
ding in terms of quality: for years, the inter-
national wine guides have awarded their 
highest ratings to Alto Adige’s top wines.

SMALL AREA – GREAT WINES 
Alto Adige/Südtirol is one of the smallest 
winegrowing regions in Italy, but thanks to 
its geographical location at the intersec-
tion between the Alps and the Mediterra-
nean, as well as the point where the Ger-
man and Italian traditions meet, it is also 
one of the most multifaceted. The wine 
cultivation stretches from the cool clima-
te vineyards at the foot of snow-covered 
Alpine peaks in the north to gardens of 
grapes in the south that are pampered 
by warmth, surrounded by olive trees and 
cypresses. 
Around five thousand winegrowers tend 
just 5,300 hectares (13,100 acres) of 
grape growing areas in different climatic 
zones with variable types of soils and at 
elevations ranging from 200 to 1,000 m. 
(600 to 3,300 ft.) above sea level – a wide 
variety that brings forth a considerable 
dense concentration of top wines. This is 

confirmed by quick look at the leading Ita-
lian wine guide: for years now, Gambero 
Rosso has awarded Alto Adige the largest 
number of top score “Three Glasses” in 
proportion to its total vineyard area.

TOPOGRAPHY AND CLIMATE 
With three hundred days of sun per year 
and a mild, Alpine-continental climate, 
Alto Adige/Südtirol is not only one of the 
most popular vacation areas of Europe, 
it is also an outstanding winegrowing re-
gion. The towering peaks of the Alps pro-
tect the province in the north from cold 
winds, while towards the south, the re-
gion is open for southern influences from 
Lake Garda and the Mediterranean. Lar-
ge temperature differentials between day 
and night, an average temperature of 18° 
C. (64° F.) during the growing phase, and 
sufficient precipitation all create the ideal 
conditions for high quality grapes.

GEOLOGY AND SOILS 
The geological composition of Alto Adige/
Südtirol’s winegrowing area often chan-
ges at minimal distances, from one vi-
neyard to another. The soils on which the 
grapes for Alto Adige wines grow range 
from volcanic porphyry (in the Adige Val-
ley, Bolzano, and Caldaro) to weathered 
primitive rock soils composed of quartz, 
slate, and mica (Isarco Valley and Val Ve-

THE WINEGROWING REGION OF 
ALTO ADIGE/SÜDTIROL



nosta) to limestone and dolomite (Bassa 
Atesina) to sandy marl (Cortaccia). 
One part of Alto Adige’s vineyards lies on 
debris and scree cones, while the other is 
on slopes and terraces with their different 
suitability for certain grape varieties. 
Thanks to consistent research into the va-
rious types of soils, Alto Adige’s winegro-
wers today know very precisely which va-
rieties will best flourish on which subsoil. 

ties have been cultivated in Alto Adige/
Südtirol for far more than a hundred ye-
ars: Pinot Noir, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon, and Cabernet Franc feel  just as 
content here. Nearly 40 percent of Alto 
Adige’s total grape growing areas are 
planted with red wine varieties.

A MULTITUDE OF VARIETIES 
The varied landscape and growing condi-
tions of Alto Adige/Südtirol makes it pos-
sible to cultivate around twenty different 
grape varieties. From them, winemakers 
produce a range of products that is unique 
for such a small winegrowing region. 
White grape varieties are grown in more 
than 60 percent of Alto Adige’s vineyards. 
And the trend is growing. With the white 
wines, Pinot Grigio, the autochthonous 
Gewürztraminer, Chardonnay, and Pi-
not Blanc are at the forefront, with a total 
quantity share of around 70 percent. They 
are followed by Sauvignon Blanc, Müller 
Thurgau, Sylvaner, Kerner, Riesling, and 
Veltliner.  Along with the two indigenous 
red wine varieties of Vernatsch (Schiava) 
and Lagrein, all other classic grape varie-
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 KANDLERHOF 
Via S. Maddalena di Sotto 30 

Bolzano (Bolzano) 39100 
Phone: +39 0471 973033 
e-mail: info@kandlerhof.it 

www.kandlerhof.it

In 1793, the farm estate was bought by Johan Spornberger. Gregor Spornberger began bottling wines for the 
first time in the farm’s history at the end of the 1960s. Gregor Spornberger was a pioneer in many ways, regar-
ding mechanical as well as practical innovations. He worked hard to turn the farm into what it is today. His son 
Martin Spornberger, wife Irene and their son Hannes are currently running the farm. This estate has remained 
the Spornberger family’s estate for 200 years now, hence it was endowed with the title of “Erbhof” –  “Ancestral 
Estate”, by the province of South Tyrol.
Keeping  wine enthusiasts and experts close to us, we always strive to maintain good relationships with our 
clients.  Our regular customers appreciate that they may savor high quality at a reasonable price. And, what is 
of great importance to our family is that our wines harmonize beautifully with delicacies from the local cuisine, 
making them ever more precious.

Products
annual 

potential*
average

retail italy

A.A. DOC S. Maddalena classico 2016 
A.A. DOC S. Maddalena classico “Schloterpöck” 2016

* Approximate value intended for bottles of 0,75 lt. (except where indicated) variable depending on the year.

11.000 
1.700

€ 6,65 
€ 8,00

 KETTMEIR 
Via Cantine 4

Caldaro (Bolzano) 39052 
Phone: +39 0471 963 135 
e-mail: info@kettmeir.com 

www.kettmeir.com

The wine from Alto Adige. Since 1919.
Here in Alto Adige, winemaking comes naturally - but it is likewise a demanding and complex pastime. Founded 
in 1919, and positioned on the hills that overlook Lake Caldaro, the winery has remained true to the region’s 
ancient winemaking traditions. At the same time, the winery is a pioneer in its methods, meeting the needs of 
modern consumers with highly advanced vinification and bottling facilities and production techniques.

Products
annual 

potential*
average

retail italy

“1919” Riserva Extra Brut Alto Adige DOC 2011 
Brut “Athesis” Alto Adige DOC 2013 
Brut Rosé “Athesis” Alto Adige DOC 
Grande Cuvée Brut Alto Adige DOC 
Pinot Nero “Maso Reiner” Alto Adige DOC 2014 
Pinot Bianco “Athesis” Alto Adige DOC 2015 
Müller Thurgau “Athesis” Alto Adige DOC 2015 
Chardonnay “Vigna Maso Reiner” Alto Adige DOC 2015 
Pinot Bianco Alto Adige DOC 2016 
Müller Thurgau Alto Adige DOC 2016 
Gewürztraminer Alto Adige DOC 2016 
Pinot Nero Alto Adige DOC 2016

* Approximate value intended for bottles of 0,75 lt. (except where indicated) variable depending on the year.

4.000 
22.000 
23.000 
36.000 

6.500 
3.800 
5.200 
6.500 

35.000 
36.000 
48.000 
25.000

€ 37,00 
€ 18,00 
€ 19,00 
€ 11,00 
€ 19,00 
€ 15,00
€ 16,00 
€ 16,00 
€ 11,00 
€ 12,00 
€ 13,50 
€ 11,00
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PUTZENHOF 
Via Anton Thaler 22 

San Giacomo - Laives (Bolzano) 39055 
Phone: 0039 347 7237112 

e-mail: info@putzenhof.it 
 

www.putzenhof.it

The Putzenhof in St. Jakob, south of Bozen/Bolzano, has been owned by the Schweigkofler-Mottironi family 
since 1956. They manage the farm with great care for every detail, cultivating fruit and wine and offering “holi-
days on the farm”. The vineyards stretch over an area of approximately 3.6 hectares at the foot of a porphyry 
rock face, at an altitude of between 350 and 600 m a.s.l. The excellent climate, south-facing vineyards and 
porphyry soil offer ideal conditions for producing high-quality wines, with high minerality and balanced acidity. 
In the early days the family only pressed enough for their own consumption and for guests, and any remaining 
grapes were delivered to the winery. However, since the harvest of 2009 they have started to process the gra-
pes by themselves and produce approximately 25,000 bottles of high quality wine every year.

Products
annual 

potential*
average

retail italy

Kerner Valle Isarco DOC 2016
Sauvignon Alto Adige DOC 2015 
Colli di Bolzano Alto Adige DOC 2015 
Lagrein Alto Adige DOC 2014 
Pinot Nero Alto Adige DOC 2012 
Athanatos B. IGT Vigneti delle Dolomiti 2013

* Approximate value intended for bottles of 0,75 lt. (except where indicated) variable depending on the year.

4.000 
5.000 
8.000 

10.000 
5.000 
3.000

€ 16,00 
€ 16,00 
€ 12,00 
€ 16,00 
€ 19,00 
€ 24,00

TENUTA BARON LONGO 
Via Val di Fiemme 30 

Egna (Bolzano) 39044 
Phone: +39 0471 820007 

e-mail: tenuta@baronlongo.com 
 

www.baronlongo.com

The vineyards of the Baron Longo Winery with its centuries-old history encircle the picturesque Castle in Egna/
Neumarkt at 17ha in Alto Adige. Anton Baron Longo runs the family wine estate building on the long-standing 
family tradition. He introduced contemporary winemaking techniques for his wines, that are enhanced by the 
purity of the varietals and exclusively produced with grapes supplied from the estate from 250 to 1000m a.s.l.. 
The emphasis in the vineyards is on natural cultivation methods and careful pruning. The soils are enriched by 
the minerals from the nearby glacier, resulting in premium wines, distinguished by their outstanding character 
and unmistakable fragrance.
Excellence in quality and the continuous quest for perfection characterize the unique wines of Baron Longo – 
soft feminine wine with very complex mineralic structure.

Products
annual 

potential*
average

retail italy

Liebenstein Pinot Blanc&Chardonnay DOC 2015
Pinot Blanc DOC 2016 
Solaris IGT 2016

* Approximate value intended for bottles of 0,75 lt. (except where indicated) variable depending on the year.

4.900 
5.000 
5.200

€ 29,90 
€ 15,00 
€ 29,90



A LARGE VARIETY OF GRAPES
Italy is well known as one of the oldest 
wine producing region in the world, but 
also as the world’s greatest red wines pro-
ducer, with both for everyday use and for 
very special occasions brands.
Thanks to its territory and climate, the 
country has a large variety of grapes and 
even if the majority of the wines are loca-
ted in Piedmont, Veneto and Tuscany re-
gions, we can’t forget the amazing varie-
ties of every region, from North to South. 
According to a Coldiretti survey, wine is 
still today the first product of Italian food 
export. The primacy is mainly due to the 
production growth in Veneto, which is con-
firmed as the leading wine-producing Ita-
lian region, but also in Emilia-Romagna, 
Lombardy and Piedmont. Limited output 

instead in Trentino-Alto Adige, Sicily and 
Puglia. Currently we can count about 350 
different grapes that have authorized sta-
tus and more than 500 additional docu-
mented varietals.

THE ORGANIC WAY
Wine production is an ancient matter in 
our country and the respect for the histo-
ry of the estate and its preservation are 
important elements to keep the tradition 
alive. During the latest years wine pro-
duction sector invested a lot of money in 
innovation and improving the quality of 
the grapes. Today the most of vineyards 
are no longer fertilizing, no longer using 
chemicals and is wine made from gra-
pesgrown in accordance with principles of 
organic farming, which typically excludes 

the use of artificial chemical fertilizers.
An organic wine is a wine made from gra-
pes that have been grown without the use 
of artificial or synthetic chemicals, such as 
herbicides and pesticides.
In order to keep the weeds and bugs at 
bay, organic farmers work with nature, by 
boosting their vineyard’s biodiversity: co-
vering crops to provide a habitat for bene-
ficial insects that are the natural enemy of 
problem species, or having small sheep 
graze between the vine rows, eating the 
grass and weeds. The vineyard becomes 
a self-regulating and natural ecosystem 
and it’s able to resist to attacks and it eli-
minates the need for artificial, and poten-
tially toxic, chemicals. So, growing grapes 
without fertilisers improves wine quality 
too, because the vine needs to ripen a 

smaller amount of fruit, and the juice be-
comes more concentrated and tastier.

PARTICULAR FLAVOUR AND INDIVI-
DUAL CHARACTER
Every Italian wine has its own particular 
flavour, a special aroma that you can only 
get from an Italian wine; a real Chianti, a 
Barolo, a Barbaresco, a Dolcetto or a Re-
fosco, a Lugana or a Prosecco are always 
recognisable.
Italian wines have an individual character 
that depends on the morphological struc-
ture of the terrain and the composition of 
the soil, like typical Italian food has a very 
distinct and inimitable flavour.

THE FUTURE OF 
WINE INDUSTRY BETWEEN 
TRADITION AND INNOVATION



Cantina Colli Morenici (Colli Mantovani)
Cantina Colli Morenici is located in Ponti Sul Mincio on the hills and its vineyards give light 
and spirited wines, wines which should be drunk young and are well suited to the rich cu-
linary tradition of the Po Valley. These are wines that encompass all of the features in the 
structure of the terrain from which they originate and effortlessly demonstrate the deep 
knowledge of the local vintners. Cantina Colli Morenici is a cooperative structure that has 
for years engaged in the production of quality wines, and are forthright bearers of traditions 
that abound in the morenici area. Adhering to a strict protocol of self-discipline and enga-
ging in an ongoing program of modernization of its structure, La Cantina Colli Morenici has 
distinguished itself over time for its full range of local wines such as DOC Garda Colli Man-
tovani, the Garda DOC, the sparkling wines and organic wines.

Azienda Agricola Santa Tresa  (Cerasuolo di Vittoria)
The origins of Feudo di Santa Tresa are traceable back to its creation in 1697. Today, the 
Feudo di Santa Tresa estate has around 50 hectares of vineyards. The grapes are very 
gently destemmed in order to keep each individual grape as intact as possible and carefully 
inspected to make sure no foliage goes into the wine. Stainless steel tanks are vital for tem-
perature control in climates like Sicily’s. There’s a deep sense of continuity at Santa Tresa; 
while they choose ti constantly innovating, they still have the greatest respect for the past. 
Feudo di Santa Tresa is a vineyard organic certified, not just for the absence of pesticides, 
but also for the holistic approach to everything they do, in order to ensure the preservation 
the natural environment. Their brand produces a range of six different styles, all typical of 
Sicily and all displaying Santa Tresa’s characteristics.



Corte Sant’Arcadio (Bardolino - Verona)
The Corte Sant’Arcadio is situated on the morainic hills at 3 kilometers distance from the 
Garda Lake. The soil of the vineyards contains sand, mud and clay, the ideal composition 
for the growing of the vinesin rows (Custoza) and in vine-trellis (Bardolino).
The winery uses only natural treatment in the cultivation to keep the high quality of the 
wine. The picking is still manual and the cases are carried to the cellars by hand, the best 
way to reduce the risk of oxidation.
The Corte Sant’Arcadio produces a large variety of wines: Bianco di Custoza (with the cru 
La Boschetta), Bardolino, Le Banchette (Cabernet Sauvignon) and a red Cortigiano, kept 
in barrels for 12 months and then bottled.

Azienda Agricola Gentili (Bardolino - Verona)
Winery Gentili has a quite recent history, but it’s deeply rooted in the handmade produc-
tions of the classical Bardolino territory.
Today the production consists in six different wines and includes the whole grapes variety 
of the territory, situated among the Garda Lake and Monte Baldo.
All the vineyards are organic friendly, they no longer use chemicals fertilizers and the wines 
are made from grapes grown in accordance with principles of organic farming to obtain low 
sulphite and additive free products.
Bardolino Doc Classico is the most important wine label of the winery. 
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CANTINA COLLI MORENICI 
Strada Monzambano 75 

Ponti sul Mincio (Mantova) 46040 
Phone: +39 037 6809745 

e-mail: info@cantinacollimorenici.it 
 

www.cantinacollimorenici.it

Cantina Colli Morenici is a cooperative located in Ponti sul Mincio on the souther side of Lake Garda, in Lom-
bardy. Due to the unique morphological structure, the composition of the soil and the peculiar micro-climate of 
this area, this land is particularly geared towards viticulture. The winery was founded in 1959 and from the first 
harvest the cooperative passionately dedicated to the production of high quality wines following strict produc-
tion protocols, from the vineyards to the bottle. The cooperative has also dedicated to improve the quality of 
its production through a steadly modernisation. Today Cantina Colli Morenici produces the typical wines of this 
area, such as Custoza and Lugana DOC, Chiaretto, Merlot, Cabernet, Chardonnay, Pinot Grigio Garda DOC, 
Pinot Grigio IGT Alto Mincio, Lambrusco DOC and IGT Colli Mantovani, sparkling wines and passito wines.

Products
annual 

potential*
average

retail italy

Pinot Grigio DOC “Le Vele” 2016
Custoza “Le Vele” 2016 
Lugana “Le Vele” 2016 
Chiaretto Garda Colli Mantovani DOC “2 Rose” 2016 
Garda Merlot DOC “Le Vele” 2016 
Garda Cabernet DOC “Le Vele” 2016 
“Bolero” Garda Cabernet DOC 2015 
“Debbio” Garda Merlot DOC 2015 
“Terre di Virgilio” Garda Chardonnay DOC 2015

* Approximate value intended for bottles of 0,75 lt. (except where indicated) variable depending on the year.

25.000 
25.000 
25.000 
25.000 
25.000 
25.000 

3.000 
3.000 
3.000

€ 6,00 
€ 6,00 
€ 8,50 
€ 6,00 
€ 6,00 
€ 6,00 

€ 12,00 
€ 12,00 
€ 10,00 

Lungarotti Società Agricola (Monte Falco - Umbria)
Lungarotti wineries are both situated in Umbria, one estate in Torgiano and the other one 
in Turrita di Montefalco. The vineyards cultivation and wines production are made with 
both traditional and innovative techniques, based on sustainability and respect for the envi-
ronment. Lungarotti is one of the excellence of the Umbria region, well known for its quality 
white and red wines. Always looking for ways to elevate the quality of Umbrian viticulture, 
Lungarotti has worked with several research institutes, to help build models to hone low-
impact techniques in the vineyards and ultimately improve the quality of the wines.
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 SANTA TRESA 
Contrada Santa Teresa SNC

Vittoria (Ragusa) 97019 
Phone: +39 0932 1846555 
e-mail: info@santatresa.it 

www.santatresa.com

Our organic estate, Feudo di Santa Tresa, has 50 hectares of vineyards and is hidden away in Vittoria, southern 
Sicily. Wine has been produced here since the seventeenth century, and we are proud to maintain its traditions, 
while focusing on sustainable, organic practices, we have proved over the years that by working with nature, 
we will not only leave a long-standing legacy of a fully sustainable wine-growing estate, but the quality and 
character of our wines benefits greatly. Since our first vintage in 2002, we have worked tirelessly to improve the 
vineyards and to make typical styles of wine with a modern touch. Today we produce at total of six wines, all of 
which are certified organic and show the purest expression of the region and its grape varieties.
Grillo Spumante – a unique, elegant sparkling wine made from Grillo. Rina lanca is a blend of Grillo and Vio-
giner, fragrant and flavoursome. Frappato, indigenous to Vittoria, is elegant, lively. Cerasuolo di Vittoria is a 
blend of Frappato and Nero d’Avola, medium-bodied, full of character. Nivuro is a unique blend of Nero d’Avola 
and Perricone. Avulisi is a “super-Sicilian”, which is rich and concentrated and will age well.

Products
annual 

potential*
average

retail italy

Santa Tresa Il Grillo - Vino Spumante Brut Bio 
Santa Tresa Rina Lanca Grillo - Viogner IGP Terre Siciliane Bio 2016 
Santa Tresa Frappato IGP Terre Siciliane Bio 2016 
Santa Tresa Cerasuolo di Vittoria Classico DOCG Bio 2015 
Santa Tresa Nivuro Nero D’Avola-Perricone IGP Terre Siciliane Bio 2015 
Santa Tresa Insieme Nero D’Avola IGP Terre Siciliane Bio 2016 
Santa Tresa Avulisi IGP Terre Siciliane Bio 2015

* Approximate value intended for bottles of 0,75 lt. (except where indicated) variable depending on the year.

15.000 
40.000 
20.000 
40.000 
10.000 
45.000 

4.000

€ 9,00 
€ 8,00 
€ 8,00 
€ 9,00 
€ 9,00 

€ 10,00 
€ 13,00

LUNGAROTTI 
Viale Giorgio Lungarotti 2 
Torgiano (Perugia) 06089 

Phone: +39 075 988661 
e-mail: lungarotti@lungarotti.it 

 
www.lungarotti.it

Back in 1962, Giorgio Lungarotti decided to specialize his family estate in viticulture and wine-making. Since 
then, Cantine Lungarotti (Torgiano, PG) has become Umbria’s symbol of excellence in Italy and worldwide. 
Today the group, still a family business with about 100 employees, is guided by Chiara Lungarotti (CEO since 
1999) and her sister Teresa. Two hundred fifty hectares of vineyards between the Torgiano and Montefalco 
estates, 28 labels and 2.4 million bottles produced annually, exported to 50 countries worldwide. The Wine 
Museum of Torgiano, created by Lungarotti Foundation and opened in 1974 has been reviewed by the New 
York Times as the “best in Italy” thanks to the quality of its art collections and scope of its displays. A pioneer 
of wine tourism, the company’s hospitality department organizes winery experiences, while Le Tre Vaselle five-
star Resort & Spa (undergoing renovations in 2017) and Poggio alle Vigne Agritourism properties offer premium 
accomodations.

Products
annual 

potential*
average

retail italy

Montefalco Sagrantino DOCG 2012
Montefalco Rosso DOC 2014 
Montefalco Sagrantino Passito DOCG 2012 375ml 
Rubesco Riserva “Vigna Monticchio” DOCG 2009 
Torre di Giano Vigna Il Pino Torgiano Bianco DOC 2012 
San Giorgio Umbria Rosso IGT 2007 
IL BIO Umbria Rosso IGT Biologico 2015 
Lungarotti Brut Millesimato metodo classico 2014 
Rubesco Rosso Torgiano DOC 2014 
Torre di Giano Bianco Torgiano DOC 2016 
Torgiano Vin Santo DOC 2009 375ml 
L’U Rosso Umbria Rosso IGT 2014

* Approximate value intended for bottles of 0,75 lt. (except where indicated) variable depending on the year.

20.000 
23.000 

2.000 
45.000 
20.000 
30.000 
10.000 
28.000 

480.000 
300.000 

6.500 
120.000

€ 26,00 
€ 15,00 
€ 36,00 
€ 37,00 
€ 21,00 
€ 30,00 
€ 11,00 
€ 17,00 
€ 11,00 
€ 9,00 

€ 27,00 
€ 10,00 
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 GENTILI 

Via S. Antonio 271
Caprino Veronese (Verona) 37013 

Phone: +39 339 1651823 
e-mail: agricolagentili@libero.it 

www.cantinagentili.com

Our farm and fields lie and spread under the Mountain Baldo chain, along the hills and planes between Coster-
mano and Caprino, more than 200 meters above the sea level and 30 kms north-west to Verona.
We have been producing wine since 1979 and cultivating with passion our hilltop vineyards, which let you take 
a glimpse of Lake Garda. The soil rich in minerals combines with the climatic variability of the area and obtains 
fresh and savoury wines, where the pleasant and original taste of our grapes is recognizable. Thanks to our 
equipment and technology, in our cellar we process the harvested grape so to keep and maintain their identity 
and properties. Therefore, we minimize the use of additives, because “I want to fill my bottles with sincerity, so 
that whoever drinks my wine can feel my passion”. This is the producer’s driving motto and goal. Enrico Gentili 
has been running his father Carlo’s family farm since 2010, together with his sister Elisa.

Products
annual 

potential*
average

retail italy

Bardolino DOC Classico 2015 
Bardolino DOC Chiaretto 2016 
Bianco IGT Veneto - Trebianel 2016 
San Verolo Bianco - IGT Veneto 2015 
San Verolo Rosso - Sangiovese & Corvina IGT Veneto 2015 
Pinot Grigio IGT Veneto 2015 
Bardolino DOC Chiaretto Spumante metodo classico 36M (available 2020)

* Approximate value intended for bottles of 0,75 lt. (except where indicated) variable depending on the year.

20.000 
10.000 

3.500 
2.800 
4.500 
3.000 
2.000

€ 7,70 
€ 6,90 
€ 7,70 

€ 16,00 
€ 12,60 

€ 7,40 
€ 34,00
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AZ. VITIVINICOLA CORTE 
SANT’ARCADIO 

Via Cà Brusà 10-12 
Castelnuovo del Garda (Verona) 37014 

Phone: +39 045 7575331 
e-mail: info@cortesantarcadio.it 

 
www.cortesantarcadio.it

In a old courtyard of 1897, situated on the morainic hills at 3 kilometers distance from the Garda lake, the Corte 
Sant’Arcadio farm grows vines and olives on its 15 hectares of vineyards and 1 hectare of olive-grove. The 
Giacopuzzi family, who runs the farm, also open a tourist board and lodging at the premises. Much sand, mud 
and clay in the composition of the soil of the 20 years old vineyards, the growing of the vinesin rows (Custoza) 
and in vine-trellis (Bardolino) are the basic ingredients and a guarantee of genuineness of the wines. Only na-
tural treatment is used in the cultivation. The quality is kept under control. The picking is natural and the rascs 
are carried to the cellars by hand, so as to reduce the risk of oxidation. Very noble must is obtained. The variety 
of the wines are ample: Custoza (with the cru La Boschetta), Bardolino, Le Banchette (Cabernet Sauvignon) 
and a red Cortigiano, kept in barrels for 12 months and then bottled the wines are marketed to restaurants and 
wine-shop in Italy, Germany, Switzerland and the USA.

Products
annual 

potential*
average

retail italy

Bardolino DOC 2016 
Bardolino Chiaretto DOC 2016 
“Le Banchette” Cabernet Sauvignon IGT 2013 
“La Boschetta” Bianco Veronese IGT 2015 
Sover Frizzante Bianco 2016
Custoza DOC 2016

* Approximate value intended for bottles of 0,75 lt. (except where indicated) variable depending on the year.

30.000 
10.000 

5.000 
5.000 

10.000 
60.000 

€ 6,50 
€ 6,50 

€ 10,50 
€ 10,50 
€ 7,50 
€ 6,50 



www.italiaamicamia.com Follow us on

Logistics & Groupage
Tour in italian wine cellers
E-commerce in franchising

Contact us:
Via Padana Superiore 90, 25045 Castegnato (BS)

+39 030 313374 - info@italiaamicamia.com


